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CHAPTER 6

Dictionaries



  

Why dictionaries?

In many use cases it is necessary to store/retrieve 
informations by a key (name, id, ...) rather than a simple
list index, e.g.:

  

dictionaries are a flexible data structure to do exactly that

key value
trinucleotide count

protein name protein sequence

enzyme name restriction enzyme motif

codon amino acid residue

sample coordinates

word definition



  

Creating a dictionary

remember how a list is initialized using square brackets:

dictionaries work similarly, but are enclosed in curly braces:

note that the keys and values are separated by a colon (':')

often we start off with an empty dictionary:

my_list = [1, 2, 3]

enzymes = {
    'EcoRI': r'GAATTC',
    'AvaII': r'GG(A|T)CC', 
    'BisI': r'GC[ATGC]GC' 
}

my_dict = {}



  

Adding values to a dictionary

values can be stored by assigning them to a key:

Caution! If you assign two values to the same key, the 
second value will overwrite the first one.

enzymes = {}
enzymes['EcoRI'] = r'GAATTC'
enzymes['AvaII'] = r'GG(A|T)CC'
enzymes['BisI'] = r'GC[ATGC]GC'



  

Limitations

Some things to note about dictionaries:

● keys must be unique, but values can have any type (even 
lists or dicts)

● keys are not stored in the order in which they were added



  

Getting values

values can be retrieved from a dictionary by their key:

Caution! Getting values for nonexistent keys causes a 
KeyError:

>>> enzymes['EcoRI']
r'GAATTC'

>>> enzymes['ecori']
Traceback (most recent call last):
  File "<stdin>", line 1, in <module>
KeyError: 'ecori'



  

Getting values safely

to avoid KeyErrors you can check if a given key is present in 
the dictionary:

you can also use the get method to safely get a value:

get can return an alternate value if the key is missing:

key = "HspI"
if key in enzymes:
    print(key + ": " + enzymes[key]

enzymes.get("HspI")

>>> enzymes.get("HspI", "missing")
'missing'



  

Removing values

values can be removed from a dict with the pop method:

pop also returns the value that has just been popped so we 
can work with it:

enzymes = {
    'EcoRI': r'GAATTC',
    'AvaII': r'GG(A|T)CC', 
    'BisI': r'GC[ATGC]GC' 
}
enzymes.pop('EcoRI')

cut_site = enzymes.pop('EcoRI')
print("EcoRI cut site was " + cut_site)



  

Iterating over keys

the keys method returns all dict keys:

the dict_keys iterator can be looped over:

pro tip: in a loop header, you can use the dict name as an 
alias for the dict_keys:

>>> enzymes = { 'EcoRI': r'GAATTC',
                'AvaII': r'GG(A|T)CC', 
                'BisI': r'GC[ATGC]GC'}
>>> enzymes.keys()
dict_keys(['AvaII', 'EcoRI', 'BisI'])

for name in enzymes.keys():
print(name + ": " + enzymes[name])

for name in enzymes:
print(name + ": " + enzymes[name])



  

Iterating over keys in alphabetical order

Often we want to loop over the ordered keys. We can 
achieve this by using sorted function:

The sorted function can be used quite generally on most list-
like collections:

for name in sorted(enzymes.keys()):
print(name + ": " + enzymes[name])

>>> sorted([4,1,3,2])
[1,2,3,4]
>>> sorted(["i","do","love","python","Man"])
['Man', 'do', 'i', 'love', 'python']



  

Iterating over items

Usually we need the values as well when looping over keys. 

The (key, value) pairs can be accessed directly with the 
items method:

Note the different return type:
items returns pairs (also called tuples), rather than single 
values.

for key, value in enzymes.items():
print(key + ": " + value)



  

Exercise 6-1: DNA translation

Write a program that will translate a DNA sequence into 
protein.

Use the translation table at
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Taxonomy/taxonomyhome.html/index.cgi?c
hapter=tgencodes#SG1

1. You can test your script with this sequence: 
"CCGGAACCGACCATTGATGAG"

2. Read the input sequence from file dna.txt and translate.
Which protein does the given sequence encode? 
(→BLAST)

http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Taxonomy/taxonomyhome.html/index.cgi?chapter=tgencodes#SG1
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Taxonomy/taxonomyhome.html/index.cgi?chapter=tgencodes#SG1


  

Recap

In this unit you learned about:

● how to store paired data in a dictionary

● retrieving data efficiently by its key

● dictionary keys must be unique

● ways to iterate over dictionaries

● dictionary keys are unordered

● how to sort lists of items
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